
# Sample script for BIOL 315/415 Lab 4 

# Created by Angela Brandt on 31-Jan-2013 

# Case Western Reserve University 

 

## In this lab, you will perform a one-way ANOVA, a two-way ANOVA, a simple linear regression, 

 # and a multiple linear regression on California grasslands data from 2004 

 

# Read in the data file California-vegetation-data-disturbance-allyears.csv 

 

# Reclassify the disturbance treatment column as a factor variable instead of a numeric variable 

 

# Obtain the total species richness in each plot in each year, 

# including DISTURBANCE AND NITROGEN treatments in the new data frame 

  # Hint: Just as we've done in previous labs but without the separation of 

  # native and nonnative species 

  # You may want to save this data file for future use 

 

# Subset the data file to contain only data from 2004 

 

# Determine if the response variable (species richness) is normally distributed 

# and transform it, if necessary 

  hist(richness04$richness.plot) 

    # The histogram of species richness is slightly skewed to the right; 

    # a natural log transformation is good at correcting this type of skewness 

  # Create a new column in the data frame with natural log-transformed richness 

  richness04$LNrichness <- log(richness04$richness.plot) 

    # In R, the log function is set to perform a natural log  

  # Now look at whether this transformed data is normally distributed 

  # (Hint: use the hist command again for your new column) 

 

## Perform an ANOVA to determine if species richness differs with nitrogen treatment 

 

model1 <- aov(LNrichness ~ ntrt, data = richness04) 

summary(model1) 

# You can save your model output as comments in your R script, or in another location 

 

# Check that the assumptions of the analysis are met 

par(mfcol = c(2,2)) 

plot(model1) 

  # The most important things to confirm are that residuals have equal variance 

  # and follow a normal distribution 

  # Save each of your figures that check model assumptions  

 

 

## Perform a two-way ANOVA to determine if species richness differs with nitrogen treatment, 

 # disturbance treatment, or their interaction 

 

model2 <- aov(LNrichness ~ ntrt * dist, data = richness04) 

  # This formula is shorthand; you could also write out the full formula: 

  # LNrichness ~ ntrt + dist + ntrt * dist 

summary(model2) 

# Check that the assumptions of the analysis are met using the same method 

# as for your one-way ANOVA 

 

 

## Perform a simple linear regression to determine how species richness is related 

 # to nitrogen supply 

 

# Look back at the metadata for this data set and note how the nitrogen and carbon addition 

# were calculated to affect nitrogen supply to the plant community 

  # Create a new column in your richness data frame that shows how the nitrogen treatments 

  # differ numerically from ambient conditions 

  richness04$Nsupply <- 0 

    # The control value will be zero to indicate we made no change to ambient conditions 

  # Assign appropriate numeric values to the new column for plots where nitrogen or carbon 

  # was added (Hint: Look at the Lab 3 script for creating Figure 2) 

   

model3 <- lm(LNrichness ~ Nsupply, data = richness04) 

anova(model3) 

  # This gives you an ANOVA table output similar to your model1 output 

  # Do you notice a different in DF compared to your one-way ANOVA? 

summary(model3) 

  # This gives you the estimated values of the slope and intercept of the line fitted 

  # to your data for this analysis 

 



# Check that the assumptions of your regression analysis were met 

 

 

## Perform a multiple linear regression to determine how species richness is affected by 

 # nitrogen supply, disturbance, and their interaction 

 

model4 <- lm(LNrichness ~ Nsupply * dist, data = richness04) 

anova(model4) 

summary(model4) 

  # This output tells you how the species richness of the disturbed plots compares to the 

  # undisturbed plots -- is it higher or lower? 

 

# Check that the assumptions of your regression analysis were met 

  # Were any plots potentially outliers (i.e. do any plots have standardized residuals > 2 

  # or < -2)? 

  # R will label the points that it thinks are potential outliers with their INDEX NUMBER 

  # (i.e. their row name) 

  # Look at the data for any plots you think are potential outliers to see why they might 

  # be so different from the others 

 

 

## In your weekly journal, briefly describe your statistical analysis and results, 

 # and format any included tables of statistical results as if you were submitting them 

 # to a journal for publication 

  # It may be helpful to review the Methods and Results in the journal article you brought 

  # to class for Lecture 3 while you are writing up this journal entry 

  # In the Methods, include the analyses you conducted, clearly state which predictors and 

  # response variables were used in each analysis, any variable transformations you performed, 

  # and whether the analysis assumptions were met 

    # Also in the Methods, insert one of your figures for checking the statistical model 

    # assumptions; title it and briefly describe how it shows your statistical model met 

    # the assumptions of that test 

  # In the Results, briefly state the findings of your statistical analyses and cite the 

  # appropriate statistics, p-values, and tables 

    # The results from your one-way ANOVA and simple linear regression can be cited at the end 

    # of a sentence (e.g., "There was a significant difference in the response among groups 

    # (df = 2, F = 3.4, P = 0.02)." 

    # Results from your two-way ANOVA and multiple linear regression are best put in table form 

  # In the Discussion, provide a brief interpretation of your results from the two-way ANOVA 

  # and multiple linear regression (it would be quite redundant to do so for your one-way ANOVA 

  # and simple linear regression as well) 

    # Briefly speculate on the process that might be driving the statistically significant 

    # pattern and/or why a lack of effect of treatment might be occurring 

    # Include a reflection on the lab activity, including what was most challenging, 

    # most informative, and focus on at least one personal learning gain 


